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The invention described herein may be manufactured 
and used by or for the Government of the United States of 
America for governmental purposes without the payment 
of any royalties thereon or therefor. 
This invention relates generally to high temperature 15 
combustion chamber outer wall construction, and more 
particularly to a combustion chamber outer wall channcl 
construction of the type commonly used in reaction thrust 
motors, and the method of fabrication thereof. 
To permit continuous operation over extended periods 
of time of reaction type motor, such for example as 
rockets, o r  the like, it has been found necessary to main- 
tain the temperature of the thin and lightweight com- 
bustion chamber low. One present day arrangement for 
accomplishing this result employs a number of channels 25 
assembled together to form the outer wall of a chamber, 
about which is wrapped a wire of circular, square, or tri- 
angular configuration to provde, in conjunction with the 
assembled channels, conduits for the Bow of a coolant 
medium. A particularly suitable present day reaction 
motor combustion chamber construction of this type em- 
ploys the fluid propellant as the cooling medium in ad- 
dition to  its primary function as a propellant. An ex- 
ample of a regeneratively cooled rocket thrust chamber 
construction is disclosed in United Stales Patent No. '' 
2,943,442. 
Although regeneratively cooled combustion chambers 
of the wrapped channel wall type have performed satis- 
factorily in providing a relatively lightweight and thin 
wall construction capable of withstanding very hjgh com- " 
bustion temperatures, leaks mould frequently develop in 
the outer wall when subjected to high coolant pressures. 
Additionally, fabrication operations tended to be inter- 
rup:ed and prolonged due to frequent breaking of the wire s 
wrap. 
Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide a new and improved thin and lightweight outer 
shell construction for a combustion chamber. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a new 50 
and improved method of manufacture of a channel type 
combustion chamber outer wall. 
Still another object of the invention is to provide a 
new and improved high pressure resistant outer shell 
for a regeneratively cooled combustion chamber. 
Briefly, in accordance with one aspect of this invention, 55 
these and other objects are attained by providing an outer 
shell composed of a closed assembly of adjoining U- 
shaped channel members transversely wrapped by a con- 
tinuous length of ribbon capable of interlocking with 60 
adjacent turns of the ribbon, and secured to each other 
and to the ribs of the channels at points of contact there- 
between. 
A more complete appreciation of the invention and 
many of the attendant advantages thereof will be readily 
appreciated as the same becomes better understood by 65 
reference to the following detailed description when con- 
sidered in connection with the accompanying drawings 
wherein: 
FIG. 1 is an isometric view illustration of the fabrica- 
tion process of the combustion chamber outer wall con- 70 
struction according lo the present invention. 
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FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of the outer wall con- 
struction. 
FIG. 3 is a sectional view of the outer wall construction 
taken along the line 3-3 of FIG. 2. 
Referring now to the drawings wherein like reference 
numerals designate identical or corresponding parts 
throughout the several views, and more particularly to 
FIG. 1 thereof whereon the shell for a combustion cham- 
ber according to the present invention, designated gcn- 
erally by the reference numeral 11, is shown as mounted 
on a mandrel 12 during the manufacture thereof. The 
mandrel 22 is adapted to being rotated by a shaft 13, 
such for example as that of a lathe (not shown), for pur- 
poses to be explained more fully hereinafter. As rnorc 
clearly shown in FIG. 2, the shell 11 is fabricated of a 
plurality of longitudinal U-shaped channels 14 forrned 
from a material capable of withstanding the high operating 
ienlperalures of the con~bustion chamber, as well as the 
corrosive action of the propellant, and having the ribs 15 
thereof extending radially outward. These channels are 
joined together in a continuous assembly in a suitable 
manner, such for example as by use of a brazing material 
B6 placed between each of the channels during the fabrica- 
tion process. Mowe-~er, the ribbon may serve to bind 
the channels, as will be described subsequently. By 
rolation of the shaft 13, as indicated by the directional 
arrow, continuous turns of a ribbon 17 which may be 
formed of the same materia! as the channel members, is 
wound allzwartwise about and along the entire length 
of the channzl assembly in a series of contiguous turns. 
As more clcariy shown in FIG. 3, the ri'obon wrapping 
17, in cross-section, is formed of two Bat surfaces or 
portions 18 and 19 in different planes separated by a U- 
shaped ridge portion 21. The underside of fiat portions 
18 and 19 is coated with a brzzing material 23. An up- 
turned edge 22 is formed on the Bat portion 19. The 
several portions of ribbon 17 are so dimensioned a i ~ d  
shaped that portion 18 of one turn of the ribbon will 
conformingly sit atop portion 19 of an adjacent tuln 
while simultaneously the upturned edge 22 v~iil conform- 
ingly abut an inner face of the ridge portion 21. By this 
arrangement, ribbon 17 readily converts the rectangular 
channels I4 into coolant passages and also serves to 
mechanically bind the channels together in the assembled 
configuration. Brazing of ;he supe:-posed portions 18: and 
19 of adjacent turns of the ribbon and the ribs 15 of the 
channels to the ribbon at their points of contact provides 
for a ieakproof and rigidly interlocked type of shell for 
a combustion chamber. It  is to be understood that in lieu 
of brazing, spot welding of the membcrs can be readily 
utilized. 
As shown in FIG. 1 of the drawings, the interloclting 
ribbon 17 wrapped aboilt the channel assembly may itself 
be formed during the outer shell fabrication process by 
passing a flat ribbon 24 throngh a shaping device 25 com- 
posed of a set of conventional Lockformer rolls provided 
with rolls suitable to impart the desired cross-sectional 
configuration to form the interlocking or interconnecting 
tape 17. The brazing material 23 may be applied to the 
underside of tape 17 by a conventional applicator, such 
for example as a brush 26. A conventional wiper, such 
for example as a felt piece 27, may be provided to suitably 
clean the ribbon 17 before the application of the brazing 
material thereto. Obviously, the shaping device 25 is 
movable along the length of the asscmbly 11 to allow 
for complete wrapping thereof by the ribbon 17. 
11: will be apparent that although the coolant flow type 
wall construction disclosed herein has been particularly 
described in connection with reaction motor combustion 
chambers, that it is not so limited and is equally utilizable 
in other applications whercin high temperatures and 
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coolant pressures are to be encountered, such for example extending radially outward into contact with a continuous 
as in gas generators and arc jet chambers. length of ribbon wound about said assembly to form a 
Obviously, numerous modifications and variations of series of coolant passages, the improvement comprising 
the present invention aie possible in the light of the above a generally U-shaped ridge portion formed in said rib- 
teachings. It is, therefore, to be understood that within 5 bon, a first flat portion extending from one side of said 
the scope of the appended claims the invention may be ridge portion in a first plane, and a second flat portion 
practiced otherwise than as specifically described herein. extending from the opposite side of said ridge portion in a 
What is claimed is: second plane, said first plane being spaced from said sec- 
1. A combustion chamber comprising a multiplicity of ond plane a distance substantially equal to the thickness 
elongated channels secured together in an assembly to 10 of said ribbon whereby said first flat portion of one turn 
form a hollow enclosure with the ribs of said channels of said ribbon engages said second flat portion of an 
extending outwardly of said enclosure, a continuous adjacent turn. 
length of ribbon wound about the ribs of said assembly of 6. The structure claimed in claim 5, including an u p  
channels in contiguous turns, said ribbon having coacting turned edge portion on said first flat portion remote from 
surfaces for forming an interlink between the adjacent 15 said ridge portion for abutting an inner face of the ridge 
turns thereof and means for rigidizing the interlink be- portion of an adjacent turn of said ribbon. 
tween said adjacent turns. 7. In a method of fabricating a regeneratively cooled 
2. A combustion chamber comprising a plurality of combustion chamber of the type wherein an elongated 
U-shaped elongated channels arranged contiguously in an ribbon is wrapped about a plurality of cooling passages 
assembly to form a hollow enclosure with the ribs of 20 with portions of consecutive turns overlapping to form an 
said channels extending radially outward, a continuous outer wall construction about the chamber, the improve- 
length of ribbon wound athwartwise about said ribs of ment comprising the steps of forming an upturned edge 
said assembly of channels in contiguous turns along sub- with a ridge spaced therefrom and parallel thereto on the 
stantially the entire len,@h thereof, said ribbon having ribbon prior to the wrapping thereof so that said edge 
coacting surfaces for forming an interlink between the 2; abuts the inner surface of the ridge of an adjacent turn 
adjacent turns thereof, brazing material disposed on said upon wrapping to interlock the wrap, applying a brazing 
ribbon for effecting a rigid interlink between said adjacent material to the ribbon prior to the wrapping thereof, and 
turns and for rigidly securing said ribbon about said as- subsequently heating the wrapped interlocked outer wall 
sembly of channels. construction to effect a rigid bond between adjacent turns 
3. A method of fabricating a closed wall construction 30 of the ribbon. 
comprising the steps of abu<tingly arranging a plurality 
of elongated channel members in a closed assembly, ro- 
tating said assembly of abutting channels, wrapping said 
rotating assembly with consecutive turns of an integral 
length of ribbon capable of interlocking with adjacent 
turns of the ribbon, applying a brazing material to said 
ribbon prior to wrapping thereof about said assembly, and 
subsequently heating said wrapped assembly to effect a 
rigid bond between adjacent turns of said ribbon. 
4. In a combustion chamber of the type having elon- 
gated channels arranged contiguously in an assembly to 
form a hollow enclosure with the ribs of said channels 
extending radially outward into contact with a continuous 
length of ribbon wound about said assembly to form a 
series of coolant passages, the improvement comprising a 
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